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Contemporary river forms and processes can be heavily inﬂuenced by the legacies of anthropogenic disturbances to river systems.
Knowledge of the historical range of river adjustment can be used to develop an understanding of a rivers’ ‘expected’ character
and behaviour.
Here we present an approach to assess and quan�fy reach scale behavioural sensi�vity,
deﬁned as the ease with which geomorphic units and associated water, sediment and
vegeta�on interac�ons adjust within the expected behavioural regime.
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Assessing geomorphic river sensi�vity in Richmond Catchment, NSW, Australia
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3. Calculate Behavioural Sensi�vity
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4. Distribu�on of Behavioural Sensi�vity classes across the catchment
Fragile rivers (behavioural sensitivity > 75%)

has propensity to undergo wholesale river change

Active sensitive rivers (behavioural sensitivity 50 - 75%)

river change
= channel length undergoing change

able to re-con�igure by adjusting within its behavioural
regime

total channel length

% adjustment
= channel length undergoing adjustment × 100

Passive sensitive rivers (behavioural sensitivity 20 - 50%)
able to withstand adjustment within its behavioural
regime

total channel length

rate of adjustment
=

Insensitive rivers (behavioural sensitivity 5 - 20%)

% adjustment
adjustment frequency

slowly responding, antecedence controlled

Resistant rivers (behavioural sensitivity < 5%)

adjustment potential of each form of adjustment

able to resist adjustment

= channel length undergoing adjustment × probablity of adjustment

n

Behavioural Sensitivity

= ∑ (rate of adjustment × normalised adjustment potential)
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